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Proceedings of Conference on Language and Communications, 
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Cooper offers a good historical perspective on how confer
encing fits into a rhetorical framework (under invention). 
He shows how conferences help teachers get in touch with 
students and their writing at every stage in the writing 
process. 

Duke, Charles R. "The Student-Centered Conference and the Writ
ing Process." English Journal, December, 1975, pp. 44-47. 

Duke discusses benfits of conferences and why teachers have 
been reluctant to adopt conferences in their classes. He 
gives useful advice on adapting the strategies of non-di
rective counseling such as focusing, clarifying, using 
acceptance and approval words, using reassurance phrasing, 
and providing non-directiv.e leads. He places conferences 
firmly within the writing process. 

Elbow, Peter. Writing Without Teachers. Oxford: Oxford Uni
versity Press, 1973. 

Elbow blends the theoretical and practical in his advice 
to groups of writers wishing to help each other. Partic
ularly helpful are his tips about accepting criticism from 
group members. 

Ellman, Neil. "Structuring peer evaluation for greater student 
independence." In Stanford, E. (Ed.), How to Handle the 
Paper Load. NCTE, 1979. 

Ellman offers a check list based on concepts taught in his 
class. 

Gebhardt, Richard. "Teamwork and Feedback: Broadening the Base 
of Collaborative Writing," College English, 42, _No. 1 
(1980), 69-74. 

Gebhardt deals with collaborative writing, the theory 
behind it, and its role in reducing the writer's isolation. 
He proposes expanding collaborative writing into earlier 
stages of writing instead of concentrating on the editing 
process. 
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REVIEW 

by James Bonner 

THE COMPUTER IN COMPOSITION INSTRUCTION 

A WRITER'S TOOL 

William Wresch, Editor (Urbana, IL:· NCTE, 1984, 221 pages). 

The Computer in Composition Instruction, a collection of 

thirteen computer application projects in composition, has 

between its covers an important portion of the work that is 

being done in Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI). While much, 

if not all, of this material has been previously published, it 

was time this information was compiled. The work of some of the 

most respected people in the field is represented here, result

ing in an informative text which can and should be explored by 

writing instructors at every level of education. 

Even to those writing instructors who are unfamiliar with 

the computer and its applications to the writing process, this 

is an easily understood and accessible text. William Wresch, 

the book's editor and author of one of the articles, has effec

tively organized the text into four parts: I. Prewriting 

Approaches, II. Editing and Grammar Programs, III. Word Process

ing Research and Applications, and IV. Programs for the Writing 

Process. 

The first section, "Prewriting Approaches," discusses the 

use of the computer as a tool for invention, guiding the student 

past the frustrating initial stages of topic selection and devel

opment. Students who cooperatively apply themselves to these 

programs should leave the computer with enough inspiration and 

invention to continue their subject discovery. The articles 

included here are: "Recollections of First-Generation Computer

Assisted Prewriting" by Hugh Burns, "Computer-Based Creative 

Problem Solving" by Dawn Rodrigues and Raymond Rodrigues, and 

"SEEN: A Tutorial and User Network for Hypothesis Testing" by 

Helen Schwartz. 

The second section, "Editing and Grammar Programs," 

familiarizes the reader with the potential of computer programs 

which both aid students in editing/revision concerns and free 
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instructors of some of the extensive correcting responsibilities 

inherent to the profession. Kathleen Kiefer and Charles Smith's 

"Improving Students' Revising and Editing: The Writer's Work

bench System" is especially worthy of notice for those institu

tions who are able to invest the considerable funds required to 

purchase and operate this program. For those institutions whose 

funds are more restricted, "HOMER: Teaching Style with a Micro

computer" by Michael Cohen and Richard Lanham and Michael 

Sothwell's "The COMP-LAB Writing Modules: Computer Assisted 

Grammar Instruction" appear to be good alternatives. 

The most widely recognized application of computers in 

writing is in word processing, which is the general theme of the 

third section, "Word Processing Research and Applications." The 

subjects of these articles range from why and how word process

ing should be incorporated into a writing program ("Integrating 

Computers into a Writing Curriculum; or, Buying Begging, and 

Building" - Lillian Bridwell and Donald Ross), the effects of 

~ord processing on writers in general ("Real-Time Gadgets with 

Feedback: Special Effects in Computer-Assisted Writing" -

Stephen Marcus), and the reactions children have to using a word 

processor ("Can the Computer Stimulate Writers' Inner Dia

logues?" by Collette Diaute). Due to the surge of popularity in 

word processing in and out of education, this section may be the 

most immediately useful to the writing program just beginning to 

explore computers in composition. 

The fourth section, "Programs for the Writing Process," 

is devoted to computer programs which combine elements of the 

projects in the preceding sections into single programs. All 

stages of writing, prewriting, word processing and revising, are 

included and give users an opportunity to develop their writing 

with the use of one program, developed by a single group of 

individuals. This approach can have its advantages, taking a 

more consistent approach to the final product than might be 

found using a series of different programs. The disadvantages 

are that these all-purpose programs may not be as comprehensive 

in each of the elements as are the programs whose aims are less 
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diverse. The four articles in this section are: "Questions, 

Answers, and Automated Writing" - William Wresch, "WANDAH: 

Writing-Aid AND Author's Helper" - Ruth Von Blum and Michael 

Cohen, "Wordsworth II: Process-Based CAI for College Composi

ion Teachers" - Cynthia Selfe, and "Toward the Design of A 

Flexible, Computer-Based Writing Environment" - Christine 

Neuwirth. 

Included in all of the articles that are descriptions of 

· · CAI r examples of the interaction between ex1st1ng programs a e 

program and user, making for clearer comprehension of how these 

programs successfully do what they do. Also, the authors have 

been candid in describing their works' problems and shortcomings 

to give readers a more realistic set of expectations for what 

computers can and cannot do for writing programs. For those 

people interested in purchas{ng, all the articles have 

information on hardware requirements and software availability. 

Finally, The Computer in Composition Instruction demon

strates the advances in CAI for _composition that have been made, 

and is encouraging as to the very real possibilities the comput

er has to offer the writing curriculum. However, this book in 

no way offers any pretense to comprehensiveness in this new 

field of study; therefore, a detailed bibliography is included, 

offering the interested readers ample information for further 

investigation. 
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